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ECOOP continues to evolve. It has come a long way from its “object-oriented” roots (and it has even, once, traveled a long way from its European roots). It is difficult to pin down exactly what belongs in ECOOP, yet I believe many attendees feel there is something distinctive (and valuable) about the conference.

Part of its distinction is in the format: not just that it is in Europe in the summer, but that it continues to hew to a single track with a room of informed and attentive listeners, an experience that has largely vanished in the rest of the programming and programming languages world. But I believe there is also something identifiable about its content.

Call for Papers

In preparing this year’s Call for Papers, I did a small analysis of the calls from the past several years. The result was (at least to me) amusing, and can be seen here: https://github.com/shriram/ecoop-cfps

Program chairs, it appears, cannot help but chop and change the call, with most of their attention devoted to the laundry list of topics. Well, I could not resist it either, but I also believe our conference calls would be greatly improved by removing these laundry lists and replacing them with reasonably crisp, non-vacuous, non-trivial statements of purpose. To that end, I coined the following:

[ECOOP’s] primary focus has been object-orientation, though it is liberal in its taste and, in recent years, has accepted quality papers over a much broader range of programming language and programming topics. Its sweet spot tends to be the theory, design, implementation, optimization, and analysis of programming languages that enable or enforce abstractions—data, control, security, performance—across various programming styles, from object-orientation to reactivity to spreadsheets. It encourages both innovative and creative solutions to real problems, and evaluations of existing solutions in ways that shed new insights. Following recent precedent, it also encourages the submission of reproduction studies.

I look forward to seeing what future chairs will make of it.

Submission Date

This year, we also moved ECOOP’s submission deadline earlier. ECOOP has long set its date in reaction to when ESOP’s notifications—rejections, specifically—come out. But I felt having a deadline just a few days later suggests that the feedback from ESOP can in fact be attended to that quickly, which quite often is false—thereby disrespecting the hard work of the ESOP reviewers, and pushing the community towards a “dart-throwing” approach to paper submissions. Waiting for ESOP also pushed a non-trivial load of work to the winter break period at the end of the year (around Christmas and other festivities), which felt improper to impose on PC members who are, after all, volunteers.

Therefore, ECOOP had its deadline before ESOP’s responses. This almost certainly contributed to a significant drop in submissions—we had only 79—but interestingly, the size of the final accepted paper list was not really smaller than usual, nor was there any perception of a drop in quality. Perhaps not waiting for rejected papers is not such a problem.
after all, except inasmuch as it fails to boost the denominator of the acceptance rate, affecting “prestige”.

Reviewing

Thanks to the smaller number of submissions, we were able to lavish attention on the papers. No paper (with the exceptions below) received fewer than three reviews, of course, but many papers received five or even six. Because nobody had more than ten papers to review, the reviewers put a very serious effort into it, and produced outstanding work. Just about every reviewer produced a useful set of questions for authors to answer and then took their responses seriously. A later survey indicated significant satisfaction from authors, even of rejected papers. I doubt papers have been as thoroughly reviewed for any conference in recent years.

We tried a new-ish format that was only partially successful. The idea was that, in the two weeks after the submission deadline (finishing before Christmas), we would run a “kick the tires” round (inspired by what Blackburn and Hauswirth put in place for artifacts). Each paper would get two PC reviewers, and their job was to:

- Check for anonymity failures.
- Identify other reviewers.
- Identify potential conflicts of interest.
- Confirm that the paper was a submission worthy of full reviewing.
- Determine if their interest was reduced now that they had seen the paper, so we could find other reviewers.
- Inform the chair if they spotted any other issues.

Some of these goals were indeed achieved. Multiple reviewers came across papers that were not what they had expected from the title and abstract, and were hence significantly less interested in. Sometimes these problems are only discovered during the very last few days of the review period; this made sure that such problems were (partially) detected in the first few days instead, and reviewers were re-allocated elsewhere.

Other goals did not succeed as much. A few anonymization failures were discovered early, and we were able to get fixed versions of papers before regular reviewing began. But several were missed during this round and only uncovered later.

Finally, for non-viable papers, once there was unanimous agreement between the two assigned reviews and me, in lieu of regular reviews I wrote a generic chair’s response. This enabled reviewers to focus their energy on papers worth their attention. Both at this ECOOP and at last year’s Onward!, where I did something similar, this somewhat backfired. Sometimes the authors of papers that are rejected early are the least aware of how reviewing works, and are liable to get upset and badger chairs about due process, the nature of science, and so on. Having done this twice, I’ve learned a lesson: let the papers just get three short reviews and don’t try to save time. In the long run, it costs more time than it saves.

PC Meeting

In keeping with ECOOP tradition, we had a live PC meeting. I was not initially a big fan of the idea: I’m not sure how much live meetings accomplish, and they also seem to impose big costs. Therefore, I asked on social media, and was surprised by the strong support for a live meeting (and vociferous opposition to doing things electronically). I also polled my potential PC members, and they too overwhelmingly voted in favor of a live meeting.
The meeting took one day, and was followed by a 2.5 day workshop featuring PC speakers. I hosted the attendees at Brown, which is just outside Boston, MA, so the PC workshop had attendees from the greater Boston area attend. I believe the meeting and workshop were a success.

Outcome

One thing the PC quickly agreed on is that authors have a tendency to inflate claims about their work. I believe this is a natural consequence of the punishing standards that PCs set; authors therefore feel it essential to present their results as acts of perfection, rather than as they actually are: works in progress. But this complicates the paper record, and forces later authors to compare against what might be exaggerated or even irrelevant claims.

We therefore agreed that we would be liberal in shepherding papers. This is not common in programming languages conferences, and can only work with PC members who are willing to commit to doing the extra work after the date they thought their service would be over; happily, this PC was very willing to perform this extra work. (On the other hand, in some communities it is standard for all papers to be assigned a shepherd.) Therefore, we accepted only ten papers outright (with the usual expectation that authors will make some revisions, but not a checked, formal requirement that they do so). In contrast, sixteen papers were sent to shepherding.

Of the sixteen, fifteen passed muster, most of them quite quickly and easily. One paper had repeated problems, and I decided the PC had already put in too much effort without a clear end in sight. Therefore, that paper was rejected, leaving us with 25 accepted out of 79. (Incidentally, that one rejected paper also had non-trivial problems found by the Artifact Evaluation Committee. It is unclear what would have happened if our shepherd had not caught the issues the artifact raised.)

Conclusion

It is always healthy to ask whether our ongoing activities are viable and worthwhile. I’m happy to say that I believe ECOOP is. It provides a distinctive, high-quality venue, and the surrounding constellation of activities—such as the summer school, CurryOn, workshops, etc.—have given it a strong supporting context. The conference is healthy and lively.

Many thanks to my supporting team at Brown, who ran the PC meeting and workshop: Jack Wrenn, Justin Pombrio, Hannah Quay-de la Vallee, Tim Nelson, Kate Correia, and Lauren Clarke. Ben Lerner has handled assembling the proceedings with saintly patience. Jan Vitek was an endless source of gnomic wisdom. Camil Demetrescu, Emilio Coppa, and Daniele Cono D’Elia have made various things that should have been hard startlingly easy. Beppe Castagna, Richard Jones, and Sophia Drossopoulou fielded numerous questions as prior chairs, providing responses not only wise but also laced with wit. Finally, the AITO SC was encouragingly positive about various proposals. A conference that can attract this many accomplished people to run it with passion has a bright future indeed.

Shriram Krishnamurthi
Providence, RI, USA
2016-05-29
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